
Seminar- & Banquet

Facilities



Meeting Room Gemmi

Le Petit Salon

Wine Cellar

Restaurant "La Brasserie"

Garden Terrace

Bright Meeting room with daylight with a relaxing view in to 

the garden, equipped with flip chart, screen and beamer.

Our Belle Epoque Salon is ideal for Cocktails, exhibitions and 

Receptions.

The previous kitchen area of the hotel suits best for degusations

and romantic dinners.

A casual atmosphere awaits you in our Brasserie. Perfect for 

banquets.

The Garden Terrace offers a variety of possibilities. It can be 

combined with our Bar "La Barrique" or it can be used for Outdoor 

Events, banquets, sport events etc.

Business Suite

Bar "La Barrique"

Restaurant "La Malvoisie"

Roof Terrace

Cozy Suite for small meetings and private discussions.

Authentic ambiance at the wood chimeny with direct access

to the idylic hotel garden.

Our Gourmet restaurant is also an ideal place for banquets.

Yoga, Zumba, Wine Degustations or a meeting in  mountain

air? Everything is possible here!



Traditional hotel with extraordinary activities! 

Our team is looking forward to create you the best offer for your stay at 

Les Sources des Alpes.

Business Yoga

Kitchen Party

The Alp Experience

After a delicious dinner in the Restaurant 

Weidstübli, start your adventerouse hike down to 

the village. The winter-summer hike guides you 

during the forest and its nature. Enjoy the fairy tale 

reflections and the amazing shadow play of the 

flames.

Visit the alpine cheese dairy and you will gain an

insight into the process of making and storing tasty

alpine cheese. Of course you will be able to taste

some delicious cheese during your visit.

Traditional Dinner with torch 

hike

Reduce stress and tensions and fill up your 

energy. Offer your employees the possibility to a well 

adjusted Work-Life-Balance. Yoga supplies an active 

contribution to health care as well as  an increase in 

professional performance.

Our kitchen chef opens the door to his universe. A 

Kitchen Party is all about communication between 

the visitors. Move around the whole kitchen and 

discuss with every colleague, client and the cooks. 

Food is served in small portions.


